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Abstract—In previous studies, we developed a multi-hypothesis algorithm for the aircraft tracking, which shows good performance in the processing of real and model data. The algorithm operation depends on a large number of parameters. It is quite difficult to detect the influence of some parameters on the results. In this situation, it is justified to use a genetic algorithm to adjust the parameters.

Index Terms—Genetic algorithms, Radar tracking

I. INTRODUCTION

Previously, the authors developed the multi-hypothesis algorithm [1]–[3] for the aircraft tracking. The algorithm was tested on simulated and real data and showed good performance. However, the algorithm operation depends on a large number of parameters, and the impact of their changes on the results of computation is very confusing. Initially, the values of most parameters were chosen based on some empirical considerations. To improve the performance of the algorithm, it is necessary to make the parameter setting, which should be carried out automatically, with testing the algorithm on simulated data (machine learning).

Parameter setting methods that use partial derivative values cannot be applied to all parameters of a multi-hypothetical algorithm. This is because, for some parameters, the calculation of derivatives is very laborious both in terms of writing the required code and in terms of computational resources. But the other parameters are integer, hence, the derivative with respect to them can exist only in some special generalized sense.

It is reasonable to use a genetic algorithm for parameter adjustment. Relatively easy for programming, the genetic algorithm requires a lot of computing resources. But this requirement is not critical due to the computer cluster available at the Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics UB RAS [4].

II. MULTI-HYPOTHESIS AIRCRAFT TRACKING ALGORITHM

The basis of the multi-hypothetical algorithm is the construction and maintenance of a bundle of trajectories, each of them is a variant of the aircraft motion combined with the available measurements, observation history, and restrictions on the dynamics [1].

Upon receipt of the next measurement, the algorithm produces the development of the bundle (continuation, branching, etc.) in accordance with the coordinates and the instant of measurement. Then the construction of a position estimation of the aircraft is performed at the measurement time. Next, the bundle is pruned and the algorithm waits for the next measurement.

The algorithm proved to be quite good, especially in the cases of the presence of outliers. Outliers are rare measurements with a high level of error [2], [3].

The disadvantage of the algorithm is a large number (several tens) of tuning parameters whose effect on the algorithm operation is not always obvious. For example, when calculating the main criterion for the correspondence of the trajectory to the available measurements, we use some specific distance function between the measurement and the point on the trajectory. This function has two parameters: “dead zone value” and “far zone value”. The value of the main correspondence criterion is used, in particular, when the bundle is pruned. But it is very difficult to consider analytically the impact of the values of the mentioned parameters on the algorithm operation even at the one-step stage of the algorithm.

III. GENETIC ALGORITHM

This algorithm is based on the simulation of the natural evolution process [5] with inclusion of elements of some direct search method.

The program of the genetic algorithm is written in MATLAB and the computing part (the multi-hypothetical algorithm for the aircraft tracking) is written in Free Pascal.

A. Data structures

The structures are designed as classes in MATLAB. Class “Parameter” (“gene”). The gene describes one of the parameters of the computing program of the multi-hypothetical algorithm for the aircraft tracking.
Class “Individual” is designed to store the genotype (array of elements of the class “Parameter”) of one creature of a population. In addition to the genotype, the class “Individual” contains: properties related to the quality of the creature, the flag “immortality”, the maximum age index of the creature, the current age of the creature, and the parameters describing the creature parents.

Class “Population” stores an array of creatures of a population and certain parameters related to the overall quality of the population.

B. Algorithm initialization

The algorithm is initialized starting from one creature. After the formation of one creature, a population is formed on the basis of mutation: a certain number of creatures are formed for which the values of the parameters differ from those of the first one.

C. Calculation of new creatures

The new creatures are calculated by the multi-hypothesis aircraft tracking program [1]–[3].

We set an ideal model trajectory that represents some true aircraft motion and contains sections of various types of movement characteristic of civil aircraft. On the basis of this trajectory, a package of measurement tracks with a different implementation of random errors is constructed.

Each creature has a different genotype, i.e., from the point of view of the tracking program, a set of parameters. Accordingly, estimations of the current aircraft location (which the program will form when using the parameters) will be different.

After the calculation of the package of measurement tracks, the program writes the result file (the reconstructed trajectory will form when using the parameters) will be different.

The fitness function $h$ is determined on the basis of the criteria values as the weighted average of the individual criteria. The sense of the fitness function is that it is a generalized deviation of the restored trajectory from the true one.

The maximum assigned age for each creature is calculated based on the basic criterion $h$ as follows

$$H_{\text{min}} = \min_A h, \quad H_{\text{max}} = \max_A h,$$

Here, $A$ is the set of all creatures in the population, the constant $M_A$ is the normal maximum age, which is a parameter of the algorithm.

D. Selection

The selection destroys “old” creatures (with the age greater than $T_L$), except those with the “immortality” flag. If, after the destruction of “old” creatures, the number of creatures exceeds the designated maximum number, then the “elder” creatures for which the difference between the current age and the maximum designated age is small are under destruction.

E. Crossover

Any two creatures aged older than 2 can be subjected to the crossover. Pairs of creatures are formed with the help of a random number generator. A pair of creatures forms a new creature so that each gene of the new creature is inherited from either the first or the second parent; the order of inheritance is chosen by a random number generator. If the resulting descendant genotype is a clone of one of the parents, then the creature based on such a genotype is not formed.

F. “Directed reproduction”

This type of inheritance introduces the element of direct search into the genetic algorithm. An attempt is made to generate a descendant genotype with the best (compared to the parents) value of the fitness function $h$. A pair of creatures with different values of $h$ is used.

The idea of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, $A$ is the genotype of the creature with a larger value of the function $h$ and $B$ is the genotype of the individual with a smaller (better) value of the function $h$. If we assume the continuous dependence of the function $h$ on the genotype, then dependencies are very likely to be close either to the solid curve (the minimum between $A$ and $B$) or to the dotted curve (there is the minimum on the other side from $B$ opposite to $A$) in the left figure.

![Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the idea of the method “Directed reproduction”](image)

The point $C$ is chosen in the middle of the segment $AB$. The point $D = 3B - 2A$ is the continuation of the vector $AB$. 

$$T_L(h) = 1 + M_A \frac{H_{\text{max}} - h + 1}{H_{\text{max}} - H_{\text{min}}}.$$
in the direction towards “the other side of B”. The genotype of the descendant \( G \) is randomly selected on the parallelotope \( CD \).

Such inheritance works well in the case when the genotype of the majority of creatures in the population is far enough from the local minimum.

**G. Mutations**

Immortal creatures mutate on each generation of the population, while other creatures mutate with a low probability.

If the maximum assigned age for a creature is less than the current age, then the creature undergoes the normal mutation: the value of each gene is randomly changed by an amount not greater than the current step of variation of this gene.

If the creature age exceeds the maximum assigned age (this is possible for immortal creatures), then the creature is subjected to either micromutations or macromutations.

A micromutation is the mutation when the value of each gene is changed by a random value of two orders of magnitude smaller than the current variation step of the gene.

In the case of macromutation, the magnitude of only one randomly selected gene is changed and the value of this gene is changed by a random value of two orders of magnitude greater than the current step of the gene variation. In some cases of the macromutation, the mutated gene is selected randomly over the whole region of possible values.

This behavior is aimed at reviving the genetic diversity in the event of a possible “stagnation” of the population.

**IV. CALCULATION RESULTS**

Several computational experiments were made to find the best parameters of the multi-hypothesis algorithm. We give a description of one of them.

As an ideal model trajectory, we take the trajectory with a duration of 1100 s that consists of sections of steady motion and transition sections, for which the maximum estimate errors are defined in the normative materials [6]. The package of model trajectories consisted of 16 trajectories with standard deviations of 70 m, among them 10 trajectories contained no outliers and 6 trajectories had outliers (on the average, every twentieth measurement had a noise with the enhancement factor of 5).

The variant with 19 variable parameters (19 genes) was calculated.

The calculations were performed using the “Uran” supercomputer of IMM UB RAS [4], where up to 40 computing cores were simultaneously used; the duration of the calculations was a little more than two days. During this time, 419 generations have changed in the genetic algorithm.

Fig. 2 shows the development of the fitness function \( h \) from generation to generation. Each creature of the population is represented by some marker (the shape and color of the marker depends on the method of formation of the creature). The figure displays a region with small values of \( h \).

Fig. 3 illustrates the evolution of the population using the example of the \( w0\_penalty\_cir \) gene. The initial value of the gene was 0.01; for the first few tens of generations, most creatures had values of this gene in the range \((0, 0.04)\). In the section between the generations 100 and 150, the gene values were more or less evenly distributed over the segment of possible values. After the generation 150, most of the creatures began to have values of the gene in the range \((0.32, 0.36)\). In the last generation, 0.3498 gives the best value of the fitness function \( h \).

Fig. 4 shows how the multi-hypothesis algorithm improves its work when using a parameter vector optimized by the genetic algorithm. We used a package of trajectories obtained on the basis of the same ideal model trajectory, but consisting
of 100 trajectories with a different implementation of random errors, among them 10 trajectories having outliers. The graph of the standard deviation of the reconstructed points from the true motion along the transverse channel is given. The wide solid line shows the results for the optimized vector of parameters. Results for the original (non-optimized) parameter vector are shown by the dotted line. The thin solid line shows the deviation graph for the measurement tracks.

Fig. 4. Comparison of processing the model trajectories for the original and improved parameters. A package of 100 trajectories was used, which does not coincide in noise with the main computational package that the genetic algorithm worked on.
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